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Up-to-date information about the program
can be found on the I-81 website at:
www.improve81.org 

The Interstate 81 Advisory Committee met virtually in 
October and December 2020. The group is made up of 15 
voting members who are charged with providing advice and 
recommendations to the Commonwealth Transportation Board. 
The group includes state lawmakers, CTB representatives, 
and the chairs of planning district commissions along the 
corridor.

Delegate Gwendolyn Gooditis was named chair of the advisory 
committee, while Senator John Edwards was chosen as vice 
chair. The committee learned the status of VDOT’s Operational 
and Construction projects. They also received updates on 
funding, truck-parking initiatives, and efforts to improve freight 
and passenger rail service along the I-81 corridor.

Advisory committee meetings are live-streamed through a link 
on the Improve81.org website. All of the previous meetings, 
documents, and presentations are also available.

I-81 Leaders Gather Virtually

How will the program 
improve the corridor?
The improvements will focus on 

accomplishing three goals:

ENHANCED SAFETY:
This program will implement a 
series of improvements such as 
lane and shoulder widening to 
reduce the rate and frequency 
of crashes along the corridor.

REDUCED CONGESTION:
The program improvements will 
reduce congestion and improve 
reliability by adding capacity in 
targeted areas of the corridor 
and improving speed of incident 
clearance to help limit travel 
delays.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: 
I-81 is the main corridor and 
key economic artery of western 
Virginia. These improvements 
will ensure that goods and 
services critical to our economy 
move safely and efficiently 
through and within the region.

Contractors pour the concrete foundation for a new Dynamic Message Sign along I-81 northbound 
in Frederick County
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The People Behind the Projects 
Meet some of the VDOT team members who offer expertise, dedication 
and innovative thinking to the Interstate 81 Corridor Improvement 
Program. Our first profile is Dave Covington, I-81 CIP Delivery 
Director. Covington previously served as Maintenance Engineer for 
the VDOT Staunton District, and as Program Manager for the “Route 
29 Solutions” highway improvements in Charlottesville. Now he 
oversees a project stretching 325 miles through western Virginia. 

What does a Delivery Director actually do? 
I am ultimately responsible for delivering the entire program of projects in the Bristol, Salem and Staunton Districts. 
I coordinate with the Districts to ensure that we are as consistent as possible in the design and construction of the 
individual projects. I also work with the District Project Managers to keep projects moving. I am a cheerleader for 
the District staff, offering motivation and encouragement so they know that the full support of VDOT is behind them. 
I challenge the status quo to ensure that we consistently solve complex issues in innovative ways that will ensure 
the most efficient use of the taxpayer dollars. Most importantly, I ensure that we communicate effectively among 
ourselves and with the public. The citizens along the corridor are the reason that we are delivering these projects; 
they are paying for them, and they deserve accountability and transparency. 

Why did you take on this role?
Make no mistake, this is a complex job. Some may think that taking on a program such as this may not be advisable; 
however, this is too important to the users of Interstate 81 - including me. I live near I-81 and my family uses it 
frequently. We've experienced the frustration of congestion and the lack of reliability, so these improvements are 
personal to me. When this position was advertised, I knew that it would affect my life in a major way. I experienced 
it in Charlottesville: the 3:00 am phone calls; the long hours required to resolve complex issues; and the stress 
associated with making complex decisions that affect many people. However, I love construction! There is no better 
feeling than opening that new lane to traffic, or completing a new bridge that will be in service long after I'm gone. It 
is exciting to me, and worth the sacrifices and challenges that come with it.   

What is the biggest challenge of the I-81 CIP? 
The biggest challenge is also the biggest reward: the people. Thousands of people will contribute to the delivery 
of this program in some way.  People are challenging by nature. We all have different views, opinions, experience 
and desires. Managing the human environment is complex. But it is extremely rewarding when we can harness our 
collective knowledge and motivation to exceed the public's expectations. It could be compared to going to battle with 
fellow soldiers.  While accomplishing something that seemed impossible, we get to know each other better and gain 
a respect for each other that is quite special.   

When all this work is finished, how will I-81 be different?
When we are finished, I hope we will have made a difference in how people feel about Interstate 81. I believe that 
we will feel safer, and more confident that we will arrive when we planned to arrive. I believe that I-81 will move 
products and goods more reliably, stimulating not only Virginia’s economy but the economy of the entire nation. I 
believe that businesses will see I-81 as a major resource and choose to invest along the corridor.  I believe that our 
quality of life will be better.



What’s Next for I-81? Completed Construction 

BRISTOL DISTRICT (MILE MARKER 0 - 87)

• VDOT has advertised the Exit 17 project for 
construction bids, with construction expected to 
begin in spring 2021.

SALEM DISTRICT (MILE MARKER 87- 174)

STAUNTON DISTRICT (MILE MARKER 174 - 325)

• Extensions of southbound I-81 acceleration and 
deceleration lanes at exit 26 (Emory) in Washington 
County.

• Flashing chevrons installed at four different locations 
in Abingdon, Wytheville and Washington County 
to warn I-81 drivers of upcoming curves. All of the 
devices were activated by December 2019. 

• The I-81 CIP’s first widening project is expected 
to go under construction in fall 2021. The location 
is between exit 137 and exit 141 in Roanoke 
County. 

• Also in fall 2021, construction is expected to start 
at the Troutville Rest Area at mile marker 158 
in Botetourt County. This project includes ramp 
extensions and additional truck parking. 

• Extension of the acceleration lane onto northbound 
I-81 at Exit 89 (Hillsville/Pulaski) in Pulaski County. 
Construction was completed in August 2020 at a 
cost of about $800,000. 

• Flashing chevrons installed at three locations in 
Pulaski and Botetourt counties. The solar-powered 
devices, which warn drivers of upcoming curves, 
were all activated by December 2019. 

• Another round of ramp extensions will be 
advertised for construction in December 2020

• Five ramp extensions at four different interchanges 
(Exits 269, 279, 283 and 302) in Shenandoah and 
Frederick counties. 

• Flashing chevrons installed along southbound I-81 to 
warn drivers of an upcoming curve near mile marker 
272 in Shenandoah County. Completed in October 
2019. 

• Contractors are installing 30 additional Dynamic 
Message Signs along I-81 in all three districts.

OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

• Expanded Safety Service Patrol program in 
July 2019. Additional personnel and equipment, 
expanded coverage area and hours of operation. 

• Installation of 51 additional traffic cameras. 
Motorists can view nearly all of the cameras by 
using the 511Virginia.org website or mobile app.  

• Combined project of the I-81 Corridor 
Improvement Program and Virginia’s 
SmartScale program. 

• Includes ramp extensions, and reconstruction 
of several roads in the area of the exit 17 
interchange at Abingdon. 

• Construction cost about $1 million. 
• Opened to traffic in June 2020. 

• Acceleration and deceleration lane improvements 
were completed for about $2.1 million. 

• All five opened to traffic by June 2020. 

• Construction expected to start in spring 2021. 
• Locations include Exits 291 and 296 in 

Shenandoah County, and the truck scales at 
mile marker 304 in Frederick County. 

• Signs offer changeable messages such as 
travel times, construction, crashes/incidents 
and weather alerts. 

• Strategically located on the interstate and 
several key intersecting roads. 

• All of the new DMS devices are scheduled for 
completion in October 2021. 



Stay in the Loop 
Think it’s hard to keep up with $2 billion worth of 
improvements spread across 325 miles? Not really 
– just bookmark Improve81.org. VDOT launched 
the website in July 2020 to serve as a one-stop-
shop for everything related to the Interstate 81 
Corridor Improvement Program. 

In the middle of the home page you’ll find an 
interactive map of the entire corridor. Zoom in and 
click on individual projects to see exactly where and 
when improvements are being made. Underneath 
the map is a slider bar that allows you to see where 
construction is planned in any particular year. 

Salem District:  
Jason Bond | 540-387-5493
jason.bond@vdot.virginia.gov 

Bristol District:  
Michelle Earl | 276-696-3283
michelle.earl@vdot.virginia.gov

I-81 CIP Communications Specialist
Kenneth Slack | 540-414-5670
ken.slack@vdot.virginia.gov

Staunton District:
Sandy Myers | 540-332-9201
sandy.myers@vdot.virginia.gov

Program Delivery Director 
Dave Covington | 540-487-6943
dave.covington@vdot.virginia.gov

Communications Contacts Program Team

Program Website

CONTACTS

LIVE-STREAM 
Live-stream a meeting of the 
I-81 Advisory Committee, or 

download all of the resources 
and documents presented to the 

committee members. If they see it, 
you see it. 

EXPORE
Explore the project listings, 
brief snapshots of the CIP’s 
construction and operational 

improvements. See which ones 
are in the planning stages, which 
ones are under construction, and 

which are already complete. 

GET THE NEWS!
View VDOT news releases 

and traffic alerts for I-81, and 
search through news-media 
articles about the Corridor 

Improvement Program. 

MULTIMEDIA: Visit Improve81.org for videos and podcasts that highlight the projects, programs and 
people of the I-81 CIP. Some of the first productions focus on upcoming improvements to the Troutville 
Rest Area, and enhancements to our Safety Service Patrol. New content will be uploaded on a regular 
basis, so visit the site often.

Above the interactive map you’ll find four green icons and an orange navigation tab. 
These guide you through the rest of the website, which offers a wealth of information 
about the I-81 CIP. Here are a few of the things you can do: 


